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Democratic Transitions, Institutional
Strength, and War
EdwardD. Mansfield and Jack Snyder

The centerpiece of U.S. foreign policy in the 1990s was the claim that promoting
democracywould foster peace. Noting that no two democracieshave ever fought a
war against each other, PresidentBill Clinton arguedthat supportfor democratization would be an antidoteto internationalwar and civil strife.1Yet the 1990s turned
out to be a decade of both democratizationand chronic nationalist conflict, both
within and between some transitionalstates.
While the world would probably be more peaceful if all states were mature
democracies, Clinton's conventional wisdom failed to anticipate the dangers of
getting from here to there. Prominentcritics have pointed out that newly democratizing states are often neitherliberalnor peaceful.2Since the FrenchRevolution, the
earliest phases of democratizationhave triggered some of the world's bloodiest
nationaliststruggles. Similarly, duringthe 1990s, intense armedviolence broke out
in a numberof regions that had just begun to experimentwith electoral democracy
and more pluralistpublic discourse. In some cases, such as the formerYugoslavia,
the Caucasus, and Indonesia, transitions from dictatorship to more pluralistic
political systems coincided with the rise of national independence movements,
spurringseparatistwarfarethat often spilled across internationalborders.3In other
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cases, transitionalregimes clashed in interstatewarfare.Ethiopia and Eritrea,both
moving towardmore pluralisticforms of governmentin the 1990s, fought a bloody
borderwar from 1998 to 2000.4 The elected regimes of India and Pakistanbattled
during 1999 in the mountainous borderlands of Kashmir. Peru and Ecuador,
democratizingin fits and startsduringthe 1980s and 1990s, culminateda series of
armed clashes with a small war in the upper Amazon in 1995.5
In previous research, we reportedthat states undergoing democratictransitions
were substantiallymore likely to participatein externalwars thanwere states whose
regimes remainedunchangedor changedin an autocraticdirection.6We arguedthat
elites in newly democratizingstates often use nationalist appeals to attractmass
support without submitting to full democratic accountabilityand that the institutional weakness of transitionalstates creates the opportunityfor such war-causing
strategies to succeed. However, these earlier studies did not fully address the
circumstancesunder which transitionsare most likely to precipitatewar, and they
did not take into account various importantcauses of war. Equally, some critics
worriedthatthe time periodsover which we measuredthe effects of democratization
were sometimes so long that events occurringat the beginning of a period would be
unlikely to influence foreign policy at its end.7
Employing a more refinedresearchdesign thanin our priorwork, we aim here to
identify more precisely the conditions under which democratizationstimulates
hostilities. We find that the heightened danger of war grows primarilyout of the
transitionfrom an autocraticregime to one that is partlydemocratic.The specter of
war duringthis phase of democratizationlooms especially large when governmental
institutions,including those regulatingpolitical participation,are especially weak.
Under these conditions, elites commonly employ nationalist rhetoric to mobilize
mass supportbut then become drawninto the belligerentforeign policies unleashed
by this process. We find, in contrast,thattransitionsthatquickly culminatein a fully
coherentdemocracyare much less perilous.8Further,our resultsrefutethe view that
transitional democracies are simply inviting targets of attack because of their
temporaryweakness. In fact, they tend to be the initiatorsof war. We also refute the
view thatany regime change is likely to precipitatethe outbreakof war. We find that
transitionstoward democracy are significantly more likely to generate hostilities
than transitionstoward autocracy.

4. Gurr codes Ethiopia as making a transition to a regime with both democratic and autocratic
characteristicsin 1994. Gurr2000, 293. Eritreaadopted a democraticconstitutionin 1997 in a process
involving nationwidegrassrootsmeetings, but the war precludedholding elections. Tronvoll argues that
the war reflectedthe Eritreanregime's need to use a violent policy of borderdemarcationto solidify its
territorialform of popularnationalismin a multiethnicstate. See Iyob 1997; and Tronvoll 1999.
5. Mares 2001.
6. Mansfield and Snyder 1995a,b.
7. On the latterpoint, see Maoz 1998.
8. Similarly,Gurrfinds that since the late 1980s, the likelihood of ethnic conflict has increasedin the
initial phase of transitionsto democracy, especially in new states, but that democratic consolidation
reduced this likelihood. Gurr2000, 153-54.
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Weak Institutions, Incomplete Democratic Transitions,
and War
The early stages of democratizationunleash intense competition among myriad
social groupsand interests.Many transitionaldemocracieslack stateinstitutionsthat
are sufficiently strong and coherent to effectively regulate this mass political
competition. To use Samuel Huntington's terminology, such countries frequently
suffer from a gap between high levels of political participationand weak political
institutions.9The weaker these institutions, the greater the likelihood that warprovoking nationalismwill emerge in democratizingcountries.10
Belligerent nationalism is likely to arise in this setting for two related reasons.
The first and more general reason is that political leaders try to use nationalismas
an ideological motivator of national collective action in the absence of effective
political institutions.Leaders of various stripes find that appeals to national sentiment are essential for mobilizing popularsupportwhen more routineinstrumentsof
legitimacy and governance-parties, legislatures, courts, and independent news
media-are in their infancy. Both old and new elites sharethis incentive to play the
nationalistcard.Often such appealsdependfor their success on exaggeratingforeign
threats.Allegations that internalfoes have treasonousties to these externalenemies
of the nation help the regime hold on to power despite the weakness of governmental institutions. At the outset of the French Revolution, for example, mass
nationalismwas weak, but soon the leadersof variousrepublicanfactions found that
the rhetoric of war and treason was indispensableto their political survival in the
revolutionary institutional wasteland.11Newspapers tied to political factions inflamed public opinion with the paired themes of war and treason.
A second reason democratizationoften fosters belligerentnationalismis that the
breakup of authoritarianregimes threatens powerful interests, including military
bureaucraciesand economic actors that derive a parochial benefit from war and
empire. To salvage their position, threatenedinterestsfrequentlytry to recruitmass
support,typically by resortingto nationalistappealsthat allow them to claim to rule
in the name of the people, but without institutingfull democraticaccountabilityto
the average voter. Exploiting what remains of their governmental,economic, and
media power, these elites may succeed in establishingterms of inclusion in politics
thatforce oppositiongroupsto acceptnationalismas the common currencyof public
discourse. For example, Bismarck and his successors in Prussia and Germanyused
nationalist,military,and colonial issues to rally middle class andruralvoters against
the working classes while perpetuatinga system of rule thatkept the power to name

9. Huntington 1968.
10. We define nationalism as the doctrine that a people who see themselves as distinctive in their
culture,history, institutions,or principles should rule themselves in a political system that expresses and
protects those distinctive characteristics.
11. Furet 1981.
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governmentministers in the hands of the hereditaryKaiser ratherthan the elected
legislature.12

Competitionto rally popular supportaroundelite interests has different consequences when democraticinstitutionsare weak and highly imperfectthanwhen they
are better developed. In mature democracies, the average voter who would suffer
from reckless, nationalistpolicies has more chance to obtain accurateinformation
aboutthose risks and punishreckless politiciansthroughthe ballot box. This greater
accountabilityand better informationhelps to explain not only the absence of war
between maturedemocraciesbut also their more prudentpolicies toward states of
any regime type. Although democracies are about as likely as nondemocractic
regimes to become embroiled in wars,13 democracies choose their wars more
wisely,14 tend to win them and suffer fewer casualties,15are less likely to initiate
crises,16 rarely fight preventive wars,'7 and are more adept at signaling the
credibility of their commitments.18Moreover, democratic great powers pull back
more astutely from imperial overstretchthan their nondemocraticcounterparts.19
On the whole, it seems plausible that these monadic effects are caused by a
mutually reinforcing set of institutional,informational,and normativecharacteristics distinctive to mature democracies, such as accountability to cost-conscious
voters, greatertransparencyof facts and preferencesin policy debates, and respect
for the civil liberties that make democracy possible. In relations between mature
democracies,these characteristicsof each partyinteractin ways that make war very
unlikely.20The dyadic propertiesof such relationshipsmay include the effects of
common democraticnorms and identities on the legitimacy of conflict,21as well as
the greater efficiency of interdemocraticbargaining and dispute resolution.22It
seems likely that these dyadic propertiesemerge in large partbecause democracies
are already different in their strategic propensities at the monadic level. For this
reason, we see no conceptual mismatch between our monadic argumentand the
dyadic and monadic democraticpeace literatures.23
The happy outcomes of the democratic peace, however, emerge only after a
transition to democracy is well consolidated. Establishing effective democratic
institutionstakes time. Where powerful groups feel threatenedby democracy,they
12. See Fairbairn1997; and Wehler 1985.
13. Russett and Oneal 2001, 47-50. However, some observerschallenge this claim and argue that, in
monadicterms,democraciesare less proneto conflict than nondemocracies.See, for example, Ray 2000.
14. Reiter and Stam 1998.
15. See Bennett and Stam 1998; Lake 1992; and Siverson 1995.
16. Rousseau et al. 1996.
17. Schweller 1992.
18. Fearon 1994.
19. Snyder 1991.
20. Russett and Oneal 2001, 47-79.
21. Owen 1994.
22. See Dixon 1994; and Schultz 1999.
23. For analyses of democratizationand conflict that are cast at the dyadic level, control for factors
emphasized in studies of the democraticpeace, and arrive at the same conclusion we do in this article,
see Mansfield and Snyder 2002 and forthcoming.
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seek to keep its institutionsweak and malleable. Thus the practicesof many newly
democratizingstates are only loose approximationsof those thatcharacterizemature
democracies.Limited suffrage, unfairconstraintson electoral competition,disorganized political parties,corruptbureaucracies,or partialmedia monopolies may skew
political outcomes in newly democratizing states away from the patterns that
coherent democracies generally produce. Although elites in newly democratizing
states need to solicit mass support,the weakness of democraticinstitutionsallows
them to avoid full public accountability. Nationalist ideas help perpetuate this
semidemocraticcondition by justifying the exclusion of opponents from political
participationon the grounds that they are enemies of the nation. Such claims are
harder to refute in newly democratizing states, where partial media monopolies
prevent a complete airing of evidence and argument. In Weimar Germany, for
example, the monopoly wire-service feeding nationalist-slantednews to most
smaller cities and towns was owned by a former directorof KruppSteel who was
the head of the largest nationalistparty. These readersbecame a centralpart of the
constituency that voted for Hitler.24
Moreover, while federalism may generate certain benefits for maturedemocracies, the decentralization and fragmentation of power in newly democratizing
regimes is likely to exacerbatethe problemsattendantto democratictransitions.As
the bloody breakupsof Yugoslavia and the Soviet Union show, divisive nationalism
is especially likely when the state's power is dispersed among ethnically defined
federal regions. Hence, none of the mechanismsthat producethe democraticpeace
among mature democracies operate in the same fashion in newly democratizing
states. Indeed, in their imperfect condition, these mechanisms have the opposite
effect.
In short, newly democratizingcountriesoften experience a weakening of central
state institutionsbecause their old institutionshave eroded and their new ones are
only partiallydeveloped. Autocraticpower is in decline vis-a-vis both elite interest
groups and mass groups, and democraticinstitutionslack the strengthto integrate
these contendinginterestsand views. Not all newly democratizingstates suffer from
institutionalweakness, but for those that do the resultingpolitical dynamic creates
conditions that encouragehostilities. In the face of this institutionaldeficit, political
leaders rely on expedient strategiesto cope with the political impasse of democratization. Such tactics, which often include the appeasement of nationalist veto
groups or competition among factions in nationalist bidding wars (or both), can
breed reckless foreign policies and the resort to war.
Nationalist Veto Groups and Logrolling
The power of centralauthoritiesis typically reducedin newly democratizingstates.
The old authoritarianstate has broken up, leaving behind the vestiges of its ruling
24. Eksteins 1975, 78-81.
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class as still-powerfulinterestgroups. Some of these groups, including the military
bureaucracyand dominant economic interests, may have self-serving reasons to
lobby for military expansion or the exclusion of foreign economic competition,
policies that could cause tensions with other states. At the same time, dissatisfied
ethnic elites or rising proponentsof commercialexpansionmay press their demands
on the weakenedstate. These elite groupsand the political partiesaligned with them
may become even furthercommittedto nationalism,foreign expansion,or economic
protectionism as a result of their rhetorical appeals for popular support. Consequently,political coalitions in newly democratizingstates are especially likely to be
beholden to veto groups, at least some of which have a stake in assertive foreign
policies and nationalistpolitical rhetoric.
One form that such veto-group politics may take is "logrolling,"that is, mutual
back-scratchingamong narrowly self-serving interests. In forging a logrolled bargain, each group in the coalition agrees to supportthe others on the issue that each
cares about most. For example, the ruling coalition in Germanybefore World War
I was the nationalist "marriageof iron and rye," in which aristocraticlandowners
supporteda fleet-buildingprogramthat industrialinterestsdesired;in exchange, big
business supportedhigh agriculturaltariffs.25
To some degree, logrolling and other forms of veto-group politics occur in all
political systems; but they tend to be especially pervasive in partiallydemocratized
states, such as pre-1914 Germany.Since maturedemocracies have strong mechanisms of accountabilityto the average voter, logrolls that impose huge costs and
risks on the citizenry are likely to provoke strong and effective opposition.
Democracy, when it works correctly, confers power on the taxpayers,consumers,
and militaryconscriptswho would have to pay the diffuse costs that are side effects
of the logroll. In newly democratizingstates, however, the power of elite groups is
likely to be strengthenedvis-a-vis the weakenedautocraticcenter,thoughthe power
of mass groups is not yet institutionalizedin the mannerof a mature democracy.
Thus democratizing states are especially at risk for unchecked logrolling among
elite interest groups, and this can fuel violent nationalistconflicts.
Furthermore,partially democratizingcountries with weak political institutions
often lack the governmentalcoherence and predictabilityto send clear and credible
signals of commitment to allies and enemies alike. With multiple centers of
authority and uncertain tenure of office, leaders in transitionalstates may have
difficulty making credible deterrentcommitmentsor believable promises to refrain
from attacking in the future. One faction may signal willingness to compromise,
whereas another may signal an inclination for preventive war. As the puzzled
Austrianchief of staff asked about strategicauthorityin semidemocraticGermany
in July 1914, "Who rules in Berlin, [Chancellor] Bethmann or [Chief of Staff]
Moltke?"26Whereasthe superiorsignaling and bargainingability of maturedemoc-

25. Snyder 1991.
26. Quoted in Ritter 1969, 257-63. See also Davis 2000.
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racies may be a factor underpinningthe democraticpeace,27the signalinghandicaps
of newly democratizingstates may hindertheir ability to negotiatethe settlementof
disputes.

Popular Nationalist Bidding Wars
Even if elite coalitions worry that the costs and risks of their belligerent foreign
policies are beginning to get out of hand, they can find themselves locked into these
policies by the tactics they have used to recruitmass support.To survive in an era
of democratization,these elite interests must attracta degree of popular support,
often through the use of nationalist rhetoric. Elite control over a dependent,
unprofessional news media may provide a ready vehicle for this campaign of
persuasion.However, rising alternativeelites may seize on this rhetoricand try to
turnit againstthe old elites, triggeringa nationalistbidding war. Priorto WorldWar
I, for instance, German middle-class nationalist groups such as the Navy League
arguedthatif Germanywas really encircledby nationalenemies, as the ruling elites
claimed, then the government's ineffectual policies were endangeringthe nation.
The old elite should step aside, they argued, and let the more vigorous middle
classes reform Germany's army, toughen its foreign policy, and use coercion to
breakup the encircling alliance of France,Russia, and England.The "ironand rye"
governmentfelt compelled to outbid these nationalistcritics. In an attemptto gain
nationalistprestige in the eyes of the domestic audience, the Germangovernment
trumpedup a series of internationalcrises, such as the showdowns with Franceover
control of Morocco in 1905 and 1911. This reckless and counterproductivestrategy
served only to tighten the noose aroundthe neck of the Germanelites and pushed
them toward a decision to launch a preventive war in 1914.28
This argumenthas some points in common with so-called diversionarytheoriesof
war, which contend that regimes sometimes attempt to use rivalry abroad to
strengthentheir shaky position at home. Such theories invoke two ratherdifferent
causal mechanisms. The first asserts a psychological propensity for out-group
conflict to increase in-group cohesion. If such a mechanism exists, however,
research shows that it is likely to come into play only if the group demonstrates
considerablecohesion before the conflict breaks out, the external threatis seen as
endangeringthe in-group as a whole, and the instigatorsof the conflict are seen to
be the outsidersratherthan the leadershipof the in-group.29Our argumentsuggests
how these conditions might be created in newly democratizingstates through the
development of a nationalist ideology, which constitutes a set of ideas for interpreting conflict with out-groups.

27. Schultz 1998.
28. See Eley 1980; and Retallack 1993.
29. See Levy 1989; and Stein 1976.
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A second set of causal mechanismsis rationalistic.AlastairSmith speculatesthat
internationalassertivenesshelps domestically hard-pressedregimes to demonstrate
their competence by achieving foreign policy successes.30Unlike mature democracies, however, newly democratizingstates are not particularlygood at choosing
wars thatare easy to win and cheap to fight. A more plausiblerationalisticargument
for theirwars is thatelites in transitionalstates are "gamblingfor resurrection,"that
is, taking a risk at long odds thatforeign policy confrontationswill help them avoid
losing power. Deductive argumentsof this type propose that elites' informational
advantages relative to their mass audience help them carry out such gambles.31
Empirical research suggests that the strength of the incentive for downwardly
mobile elites to gamble depends on the regime type and on the elites' ability to use
their influence over the media to make the reckless strategyseem plausible to their
constituents.32Our argumentexplains why the motive and opportunityto use this
strategy are especially likely to be present when incomplete transitionsto democracy occur in states with weak institutions.
In short, elites in newly democratizingstates typically face the difficult political
task of cobbling together a heterogeneouscoalition of elite and popularsupporters
in a context of weakly developed democraticinstitutions.Many of the expedients
that they adopt, such as logrolled overcommitments and nationalist outbidding
strategies, heighten the risk of external conflict. These outcomes are most likely
when threatenedelites' interests cannot be easily adapted to a fully democratic
setting and when mass political participationincreases before the basic foundation
for democratic institutions is firmly in place. Under such conditions, political
entrepreneurshave both the incentive and the opportunityto promote conflictcausing nationalistmyths.
Phases and Sequences of Democratization
We focus on two distinct phases in the process of democratization:the transition
from autocracyto a partiallydemocraticregime and the shift to a fully institutionalized democracy. As we explain furtherbelow, these phases are measuredusing
several indicatorsof regime type derived from the Polity III databasedeveloped by
Keith Jaggers and Ted Robert Gurr.33
IncompleteDemocratization:Transitionfrom Autocracy
to a Mixed Regime
We expect the likelihood of war to be particularlypronouncedin the first phase of
democratization,duringwhich old elites threatenedby the transitionstill tend to be
30.
31.
32.
33.

Smith 1996.
See Downs and Rocke 1993; and Smith 1996.
See Goemans 2000; Levy 1989, 277-79; Levy and Vakili 1992; and Snyder 2000.
Jaggers and Gurr 1995.
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powerful andthe institutionsneeded to regulatemass political participationare often
very weak. As in prior research on the initial stages of democratictransitions,we
include in this category cases in which elites conclude bargains involving limited
political liberalizationand cases in which most elites consider voting to be only a
temporaryexpedient.34In many of these cases, the rhetoricof popularsovereignty
is grandiloquent,but the power of voters to control government policy is weak.
Some examples of war-prone countries making a transition from autocracy to a
mixed (or "anocratic")regime are Prussia/Germanyunder Bismarck,Franceunder
Napoleon III, Chile shortly before the War of the Pacific in 1879, Serbia's
multipartyconstitutional monarchy before the Balkan Wars, Pakistan's militaryguided pseudo-democracy before its 1965 war with India, and the regime that
assumed power in Islamabadbefore the 1971 Indo-Pakistaniwar.35
In certain instances (for example, Argentina just before the Falklands War),
Jaggers and Gurr'sPolity data indicate that a transitionto a mixed regime occurred
before elections were held, based on such developmentsas increasedpress freedom
and the legalization of political parties in the expectationof impendingelections.36
While some of these regime changes may not correspondto how other studies have
defineddemocratization,all of them are valid for our purposesinsofaras they reflect
the causal mechanisms highlighted in our theory, such as the use of nationalist
rhetoricto cement a heterogeneousdomestic coalition or elite gambling for resurrection in the face of populardemands.Further,in those types of cases where shifts
from autocracyto a mixed regime based on the Polity codings may not reflect the
mechanismsof our theory-especially instancesinvolving communistcountriesand
those associated with involvement in world wars-we check to ensure that the
statisticalfindings presentedbelow are robust with respect to the inclusion of such
cases.37 We offer a brief sketch of the War of the Pacific to illustrate how
incomplete democratizationincreasesthe risk of war, especially when governmental
institutionsare very weak.
CompleteDemocratization:Transitionto CoherentDemocracy
The second distinct phase of democratizationoccurs when the regime adopts a
system of unfetteredpolitical competitionand full governmentalaccountabilityto a
broad electorate. On the one hand, this phase can create incentives for elites who
fear the consequences of democratic consolidation to play the nationalist card in
public debates or gamble for resurrectionin a foreign crisis. Such elites may not
foresee anotherchance to grab the reins of power. On the other hand, at this more

34. See O'Donnell and Schmitter 1986; and Przeworski 1991, 52.
35. On anocraticregimes, see Gurr 1974.
36. On the links between impendingdemocratizationand the FalklandsWar,see Mares2001, 155-58.
37. As we laterexplain, thereare instancesof shifts in communistregimes from autocracyto anocracy
that may not be valid instances of incomplete democratictransitions,so we confirmedthat our statistical
results are unchangedwhen these cases were droppedfrom the analysis.
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advanced stage of the transition,proponentsof democracy wield strongerinstitutional resources to combat such maneuvers. Moreover, democrats' commitments
may look more credibleboth to potentialbackersand to elite skeptics thanin earlier
phases of the transition.Movement toward democracy no longer looks like a leap
into the void. For these reasons, it seems reasonableto expect that there may be a
modest increasein the risk of war at the time of the transitionto coherentdemocracy
but that this risk should decline rapidly once the consolidation of democracy
begins.38
Based on the Polity codings, the two most recent regimes to initiate war after a
transitionto full democracyare Turkeyin the 1974 CyprusWar and Pakistanin the
1999 Kargil War.39Both of these countries are markedby a history of alternating
between military regimes and multipartyelectoral politics. Over time they have
developed many of the outwardtrappingsof full democracy, yet the ever-present
threatof militaryinterventionpreventsdemocracyfrom becoming consolidated.In
this situation,militaryelites have an incentive to show thatthey rule on behalf of the
popularwill, whereas civilians have an incentive to show that they stand firm on
behalf of national security concerns. Consequently,both play the game of populist
nationalist politics and become embroiled in military rivalries with neighboring
states. We expect that transitionsto coherentdemocracywill be most dangerousfor
states with these characteristics.We offer a brief sketch of the Cyprus War as an
exemplary case study of this kind.
Illustrative Cases
Our previous studies presented case studies showing how the early phase of
democratizationpromoted war throughoutthe nineteenth century by altering the
constellation of domestic coalitions in the major powers.40However, the causal
dynamics outlined in our theory are not peculiar to the major powers, to the
nineteenth century, or to European states. Included among the democratizing
countries that launched wars are also small states and developing countries in
various regions and time periods. Moreover, the causal dynamics of these cases
frequently correspond closely to those guiding the nineteenth-centuryEuropean
cases, as the following accounts of Turkey's 1974 invasion of Cyprus and Chile's
initiation of the War of the Pacific illustrate.
The TurkishInvasion of Cyprus
During the 1960s, rapidbut uneven economic growth widened the range of interest
groups clamoring to participatein Turkishpolitical life. The party system became
38. On the distinctionbetween transitionand consolidation, see Linz and Stepan 1996.
39. Kargilis not included in our analysis because the data on war used here ends in 1992. See Singer
and Small 1994. However, see also the discussion of this war in Russett and Oneal 2001, 48.
40. Mansfield and Snyder 1995a,b.
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increasingly fragmented, and in 1971 a military junta temporarilyseized power.
Electoraldemocracywas restoredin 1973. Jaggersand Gurrcode this as a transition
to coherent democracy, based on a numberof indexes described later.41
Throughoutthis episode of democratization,institutionalizeddomestic authority
in Turkeywas relatively fragmented,a conditionwe anticipatewill increasethe risk
of war duringsome kinds of democratictransitions.42Indeed,the fragile institutions
of Turkish democracy struggled to hold together the highly fragmentedpolitical
mosaic. The improbableruling coalition that emerged from the 1973 elections was
forged between Bulent Ecevit's social-democraticparty and Necmettin Erbakan's
Islamicist party. The still-influentialmilitary distrustedboth of these parties, the
socialists for opposing the 1971 coup and the Islamicistsfor challengingthe secular
principles that underpinnedthe military's position in the Turkishstate.
Virtually the only points that this coalition-of-oppositesheld in common were a
firmly nationaliststance on Cyprusand a desire to standup to U.S. pressureon that
issue. To the socialists, the Greeks were not only an ethnic rival but also pawns of
U.S. capitalist hegemony, a central theme of their electoral campaign. To the
Islamicists, the Greeks represented Christendom.The military had been on the
lookout for an opportune moment to take action on Cyprus ever since Prime
Minister Suleiman Demirel was deterredby U.S. pressurefrom invading Cyprusin
1967. Demirel had fallen from power largely as a consequence of that decision, so
both Ecevit and Erbakanwere well-primed to avoid repeatinghis mistake.
As the situation in Cyprus heated up to a crisis level again in 1974, the
increasingly free press of newly democratic Turkey-a press often allied with
political parties-gave vent to steady outpouringsof nationalist sentiment. Under
these conditions, Erbakanand Ecevit each knew that to soft-pedal the crisis would
be to hand power to the other, or to the military. Hence, when Greek nationalists
mounted a coup against the elected Cypriot regime as preparationfor the island's
unificationwith Greece, the leaders of the new Turkishdemocracyhad little choice
but to defy world opinion by invading and occupying part of Cyprus,including its
Turkish-inhabitedareas. This case, then, illustratesvirtually all the themes that we
stressed earlier:the widening and fragmentationof the political spectrumthrough
democratization,the gap between participationand institutions,the autonomyof the
military veto group, the truculenceof the popularpress, and the use of nationalist
prestige strategies to integratehighly diverse coalitions.43
Notwithstandingthese problematic domestic politics, Turkey might still have
responded to the Greek nationalist coup by invading Cyprus even had it had a
differenttype of regime. However, it is also possible that a differenttype of Turkish

41. Jaggers and Gurr 1995.
42. As we describe further later, Gurr, Jaggers, and Moore have developed a measure of the
concentrationof domestic authoritythat varies from zero to 10. Gurr,Jaggers, and Moore 1989. Based
on our sample, the mean value of this variable is 5.6. During this episode, the level of domestic
concentrationin Turkey was only 4.
43. Our account of this episode draws on Adamson 2001.
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regime might have pursued diplomatic avenues to redress its grievance or might
have headed off the coup througha differentdiplomaticstrategy.In any event, it is
worth considering the domestic politics underlying Greek calculations as well as
those of the Turks. In 1967 the military in Greece mounted a coup to forestall the
impendingconsolidationof Greek democracy.By 1973, the junta was dividing into
a hard-line faction and a group that favored a constitutionalrepublic. Facing the
danger of a possible returnto democracy,the hard-linersgambled for resurrection
by pressing for enosis (union) with Cyprus, arguing that this urgent national
questionjustified the continuationof military rule.44This was thereforea conflict
triggeredin part by the anticipationof democratization.
The War of the Pacific
Chile's role as an instigatorof the War of the Pacific against Peru and Bolivia in
1879, fought over nitrate deposits, demonstratesthe dangerous role of coalition
politics in weakly institutionalized states undergoing an incomplete democratic
transition.Following the establishmentof male suffrage for all propertyowners in
1874, "well-definedpolitical parties began to press their divergent views upon the
executive branch and to seek the support of a larger electorate. The Chilean
leadershiphad to be more responsive to Congress, and had to defend its policies in
a broader public arena.... The debates produced heated and often intemperate
expressions of opinion, expressions that the government found it difficult to
ignore."45Based on the data used in this article and describedlater, these political
developmentsyielded a transitionfrom autocracyto an anocraticregime; that is, a
regime with both autocratic and democratic characteristics.46Furthermore,this
transition occurred in the face of relatively weak governmental institutions and
fragmentedpolitical power.47
In 1879, a severe economic downturn, which led to a surge of unemployed
workersenteringthe capital,coincided with a diplomaticdisputebetween Chile and
Argentinaover control of the Straitsof Magellan. Mobs protestedagainst truculent
public statements by the Argentine negotiator. Members of the Conservative
opposition party referred to Chilean president Anibal Pinto's foreign policy as
craven. Meanwhile, the Bolivians decided that Chile's preoccupation with its
dispute againstArgentinawould give them a free hand to sharplyincreasethe taxes
they levied on Chilean nitrate firms operating in the Bolivian-owned Atacama
Desert, furtherheightening the politically motivated war fever in Santiago. At the
same time, nitratemining interests were planting pro-war stories in the press. As
William F. Sater observes, "With Congressionalelections scheduled for 1879, the

44. Diamandouros1986.
45. Burr 1965, 115. See also Sater 1986.
46. Jaggers and Gurr 1995.
47. Duringthis episode, the level of domestic concentrationin Chile was only 3 on Gurr,Jaggers,and
Moore's eleven-point scale. See Gurr,Jaggers, and Moore 1989; and footnote 42.
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various parties desperatelyneeded an issue to use against the Pinto regime. Earlier
these elements had manipulatedthe Argentine crisis to discredit Pinto's Liberal
Party and to galvanize public opinion against the government. Unfortunatelyfor
Pinto, the Bolivian crisis overlapped the Argentine situation and many Chileans
feared that Santiago would humble itself as shamelessly before La Paz as it had
groveled before Buenos Aires."48Pinto hoped to avoid war with Bolivia and its ally,
Peru,just as he had with Argentina,but "drivenby an inflamedpublic, [he] had no
choice but to declare war if he wished to remain president."49

Devising Appropriate Tests of the Argument
The precedingcases help to illustratethe causal mechanismsin our theory. Yet it is
importantto subject our argumentto a more systematic set of tests, a task we turn
to in this section. To begin, we explain how these tests are devised and how they
differ from previous empirical studies of the relationshipbetween democratization
and hostilities.
The argumentthat democratizationraises the specter of war has sparkeda lively
debate.An initial set of studiesfound considerablesupportfor this claim,50but some
subsequentanalyses have challenged it.51The latteranalyses have providedvarious
insights into the effects of domestic political change on externalconflict; however,
they are based on different implicit hypotheses about the kind of political change
that causes war, and they address different aspects of armed conflict than the
argumentwe advance.
As explained earlier,our theory pertainsto the consequences of two fundamental
aspects of democratization:change from autocracy to an anocratic regime and
change culminatingin a coherent democracy.To test the theory properly,analysis
must focus on the following distinct phases: first, when mass groups are initially
being mobilized into politics, and later when the impending completion of the
democratizationprocess may foreclose options for threatenedelites. Our argument
is that these dynamic points of transition are likely to generate incentives for
belligerent, nationalist political mobilization. In addition, appropriatetests should
take into accountthe strengthof political institutionsduringthese transitions.They
should also be sensitive to the time it may take to carryout a campaignof nationalist
mobilization and for such a campaign to promote belligerence abroad.
By contrast, several recent studies have analyzed the influence on hostilities of
other facets of domestic political change. Some, for example, have examined
whether any shift in a democratic direction (including shifts within autocratic

48. Sater 1986, 15.
49. Ibid., 16, 9.
50. Mansfield and Snyder 1995a,b, 1996, and 1997.
51. See Enterline 1996; Oneal and Russett 1997; Thompson and Tucker 1997; and Ward and
Gleditsch 1998.
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regimes, anocraticregimes, and democraticregimes) affects the likelihood of war.52
These studies do not bear directly on our theory, which is silent on the implications
of changes in political openness within a given regime type. Othershave focused on
the most pronouncedtype of democratictransition,where an autocracyis replaced
by a coherent democracy.53But for present purposes, that focus is too restrictive,
since the argumentwe advancedearlierindicatesthattransitionsfrom autocracythat
fail to producecoherentdemocraticinstitutionscan be an especially potent impetus
to war. In short, none of these studies have used a definition and a measure of
democratizationthat fully captures the institutional changes highlighted in our
theory.
Moreover,althoughour originalformulationcenteredon democratization'seffect
on the onset of war, various subsequentstudies have insteadaddressedthe influence
of democratictransitionson militarizedinterstatedisputes (MIDs), a broadclass of
conflicts rangingin intensityfrom wars to disputesinvolving threatsto use force but
no actualfatalities.54Disputes thatdo not escalate to war constitutethe vast majority
of MIDs.55 States' propensity to engage in low-level disputes cannot be directly
extrapolatedfrom their propensityto fight wars. Even pairs of maturedemocracies,
which rarely(if ever) have fought wars againsteach other,have engaged in various
MIDs.56 Since our argumentemphasizes the links between democratizationand
war, we focus on explaining wars rather than MIDs in the following analysis.
Nonetheless, there is reason to expect the belligerence of democratizingstates to
yield a higher rate of involvement in nonviolent conflicts and violent disputes that
are resolved prior to war's onset, as well as to war itself. We have examined this
issue in a separatestudy.57Consistent with the results presentedbelow, we found
that incomplete democratizationsignificantly increases the likelihood of involvement in MIDs, whereastransitionto complete democracyposes little additionalrisk
of hostilities.
Several scholars have arguedthat tests of the relationshipbetween democratization and war should consider whether states experiencing a democratictransition
tend to initiatethe fighting.58Indeed,if democratizingstates were almost always the
targets of aggression and virtually never the instigators,then one might conclude
that democratizationpromotes war because it undermines a country's politicalmilitary capacity ratherthan because it increases nationalismor belligerence. To
addressthis concern,we will examine the relationshipbetween democratizationand
the initiation of war later in this article.

52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.

See Enterline 1996; Oneal and Russett 1997; and Ward and Gleditsch 1998.
Oneal and Russett 1997.
See Enterline 1996; and Oneal and Russett 1997.
See Gochman and Maoz 1984; and Jones, Bremer, and Singer 1996.
See Dixon 1994; and Gowa 1999.
Mansfield and Snyder 2002.
For example, Enterline 1996, 185.
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The Research Design
The sample used in the following statisticalanalysis includes all states coded by the
Correlatesof War (COW) Project as members of the interstatesystem during the
nineteenthand twentieth centuries.59Since our argumentpertainsto the effects of
democratizationon the onset of externalwar, regardlessof whethera democratizing
state's opponent is also sovereign, we analyze all external wars identified by the
COW Project.60These include wars among at least two sovereign states, as well as
wars by a state against a nonstate actor (for example, imperial and colonial wars).
For each year, t, we thereforeassess whetherevery state, i, that was a member of
the interstatesystem became involved in an externalwar. In additionto all external
wars, various studies have addressed the effects of democratic transitions on
interstate wars.61It should be noted that the results for interstate wars are very
similar to those presentedbelow.
Consistent with much existing research, each state's regime type is measured
using the Polity III data, as well as indexes developed by Gurrand his colleagues.62
Gurr,Jaggers, and Moore combine annualmeasures of the competitiveness of the
process throughwhich a country's chief executive is selected, the openness of this
process, the extent to which institutionalconstraintsexist on a chief executive's
decision-making authority,the competitiveness of political participationwithin a
country,and the degree to which binding rules govern political participationwithin
it to create eleven-point indexes of each state's democratic(Democ) and autocratic
(Autoc) characteristics.63The difference between them (Reg = Democ - Autoc)
provides a summarymeasureof regime type that takes on values rangingfrom -10
to 10. Jaggers and Gurr define "coherent"democracies as states where Reg > 6,
"coherent"autocracies as states where Reg < -6, and all remaining states as
incoherentor anocracies.64
Besides Jaggers and Gurr'ssummarymeasureof regime type, which we refer to
as the composite index, we are also interestedin isolating the effects of democratization occurringalong some of the specific institutionaldimensions that make it
up. Particularlyimportant are the competitiveness of political participation,the
openness of executive recruitment,and the extent of the constraintsplaced on the
chief executive. Changes in these institutionalfactors are central to our argument
and have been emphasized in previous studies of the relationshipbetween democratizationand war.65Another reason to assess their effects separatelyis that they
59. See SingerandSmall1994;andSmallandSinger1982.
60. See the sourcesin footnote59.
61. See Mansfieldand Snyder 1995a, 1996, 1997; Oneal and Russett 1997; and Thompsonand Tucker
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63.
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See Gurr,Jaggers, and Moore 1989; and Jaggers and Gurr 1995.
Gurr,Jaggers, and Moore 1989, 36-39.
Jaggers and Gurr 1995.
See Mansfieldand Snyder 1995a,b; Thompson and Tucker 1997; and Ward and Gleditsch 1998.
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exert differentdegrees of influenceon the value of the composite index.66We do not
analyze separately the remaining variables used to measure Democ and Autoc,
because they are coded in such a way that it is very difficult to sharplydistinguish
democraciesfrom autocracies.For each of the three institutionalfactors we analyze
separately,a state's regime type is assessed using the following coding rules.
Competitiveness of Political Participation. The competitiveness of political
participationis measuredusing a five-point scale in the Polity III data set. We code
as autocraticthose states characterizedby what Gurr,Jaggers,and Moore referto as
"suppressedcompetition,"a category that includes totalitariandictatorships,despotic monarchies,and militarydictatorshipsin which no significantpolitical activity
is allowed outside of the ruling regime.67We code states characterizedby "competitive competition"as democratic.68In such states, competitive political groupings (usually political parties) are stable and enduring,and their competitionrarely
leads to violence or widespread disruption.We code as anocraticthose countries
falling into any of Gurr,Jaggers, and Moore's three intermediatecategories of the
factional, and trancompetitivenessof political participation(restricted/transitional,
sitional competition). They claim that "transitionsto Competitive [that is, full
democracy]are not complete until a nationalelection is held on a fully competitive
basis."69Based on this variable,distinguishingamong autocracies,anocracies,and
democraciesis fairly straightforward.Since these regime types are characterizedby
qualitatively different kinds and degrees of political competition, transitions in a
democraticdirection from one type to anotherrequiresubstantialdomestic adjustments that, in turn,are likely to stimulateturbulencein foreign policy. In this sense,
Gurr, Jaggers, and Moore's classifications truly mirrorthe concepts lying at the
heart of our argument.Thus the results based on the competitiveness of political
participationwill bear especially heavily on its merits.
Openness of Executive Recruitment. The openness of executive recruitmentis
measuredusing a four-pointscale in the Polity III data set. We code as autocratic
those regimes with hereditaryabsolute rulers or with rulers who seized power by
force. We code as anocratic those regimes with dual executives, in which a
hereditaryruler shares authoritywith an appointedor elected governing minister.
We code as democratic those regimes that Gurr, Jaggers, and Moore classify as
having an open system of executive recruitment,regardlessof whetherthe executive
is popularlyelected or selected throughsome other regularizedprocess. Note that
certainanomaliesexist between the scheme used to code the openness of executive
recruitmentand our theoretical concepts; for example, Victorian Britain's dual
executive system is an anocracy, whereas Gurr,Jaggers, and Moore consider the
66.
67.
68.
69.

Gleditsch and Ward 1997.
Gurr,Jaggers, and Moore 1989, 18.
Ibid., 19.
Ibid., 19.
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Soviet Union in the post-Stalinera an open system. To assess the robustnessof our
findings, we ran all of the following tests both with and without the communist
countries in the sample. The results are quite similar.
Institutional constraints on the chief
Constraints on the Chief Executive.
executive are measured using a seven-point scale in the Polity III data set. We
classify regimes as autocraticif the chief executive has unlimitedauthorityor if the
executive's authority falls in an intermediatecategory whereby the institutional
constraintsfaced by this individualare less than "slightto moderate."70We classify
regimes as democraticif "accountabilitygroups [such as legislatures]have effective
authorityequal to or greaterthan the executive in most areas of activity" or if the
constraints on the executive are more than "substantial,"based on the Polity III
scale.7' Substantialconstraintsexist when the executive has more effective authority
than the legislature, but the legislature can block appointments,funds, or bills
proposed by the executive. Regimes in which executive constraintslie in the range
that includes "slight"and "substantial"are classified as anocratic.
Measuring Regime Change. Analyzing the separateeffects of the competitiveness
of political participation,the openness of executive recruitment,and executive
constraintsis importantfor several reasons. Doing so facilitates focused tests of the
specific institutionalfeaturesthatare most pertinentto our theoryandhelps to assess
the robustness of results that are based on the composite index of regime type.
Equally, these three component indexes provide conceptually clearer divisions
between autocracyand anocracy, and between anocracy and democracy, than the
composite index.
Although the composite index has been widely employed in studies of the links
between regime type and war, it has various limitations.For instance, Jaggers and
Gurr offer little theoreticaljustification for the particularvalues of Reg that they
propose to distinguish democracies, anocracies, and autocracies.72Whereas the
thresholdsfor regime change as measuredby the three component indexes correspond closely to the logic of our theory, the thresholds for regime change as
measured by the composite index are conceptually more arbitrary.Also, as the
composite index approaches the value demarcating between regime types (for
example, if this value is -7, which correspondsto an autocracybut is very close to
the lowest value correspondingto an anocracy), a relatively small change in any
institutionalfactor making it up can lead this index to cross the thresholdfrom one
type of regime to another. One way to ensure that such changes do not bear
significantlyon our results is by varying the values of Reg that distinguishbetween
regime types. We did so and found that setting the thresholdsfor democracy and
autocracyat 5 and -5 and then at 4 and -4, ratherthan at 6 and -6, producesonly
70. Ibid., 14-16.
71. Ibid., 16.
72. Jaggers and Gurr 1995.
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modest differencesin the following results. Anotherway is to compareour findings
based on the composite index to those based on the three componentindexes, since
in terms of the logic of our theory each of the latterindexes distinguishesbetween
regime types with greatervalidity than the composite index.
For each measureof regime type (the composite index and the three component
indexes), we measure democratizationover five-year intervals. More specifically,
we code each state, i, as democratic,autocratic,or anocraticin every year, t - 1.
We then measurei's regime type in year t - 6. Democratizationis defined as any
change of regime type in a democraticdirectionbetween t - 6 and t - 1.73 Three
types of regime change therebyconstitutea democratictransition:from an autocracy
to either a democracy or an anocracy, or from an anocracyto a democracy.
To examine whether the effects of democratization on war depend on the
coherenceof a country'sdemocraticinstitutionsduringand soon afterthe end of this
process, we define two variables.The first, CompleteDemtransitioni(t_1), equals 1
if state i changes from either an autocracyor an anocracyto a coherentdemocracy
duringthe period from t - 6 to t - 1 and zero otherwise. The second, Incomplete
Demtransitioni(t,_),equals 1 if i changes from an autocracyto an anocracyduring
this period and zero otherwise.
Evaluatingdemocratictransitionsover five-year periods has a numberof theoretical and methodologicaladvantages.The dangerof war is not necessarily greatest
at the first moment of a transition. It may take time for the political dynamics
touched off by democratizationto stimulatethe logrolled coalitions and nationalist
ideologies that heighten the likelihood of war or for the political crisis to intensify.
Furthermore,in various cases, the data needed to code a state's regime type are
missing for years immediately surroundinga regime change. As such, certain
instances of democratizationare omittedfrom the sample when very shortintervals
are analyzed, a problemthat is amelioratedby consideringthe effects of transitions
occurringover longer periods.Equally, five-yearperiods are not so long that events
at the beginning of an interval would be unlikely to influence foreign policy
decisions at the interval's end.74
Some studies have concluded that all regime transitions, not just those in a
democraticdirection, may heighten the likelihood of internationalconflict.75Consequently, we also assess whethertransitionstoward autocracyprecipitatewar. As
in our analysis of democratization,we distinguishbetween autocratictransitionsthat

73. Lagging the effects of regime change on war (which, recall, is measuredin t) by one year reduces
the possibility of a simultaneitybias. War's onset, for example, may lead participantsto behave in a more
autocraticmanneror centralize national authorityto more effectively prosecute the conflict. See Gurr
1988; Mansfield and Snyder 1996; and Stein and Russett 1980.
74. In our earlier studies, we also assessed the effects of transitionsover much longer periods. We
argued, for example, that Great Britain's 1832 Reform Bill set the stage for a rising middle-class
nationalismthat came to fruitiononly in the CrimeanWar, which was fueled by adamantpublic opinion
in 1854. These longer periods are certainly valid for some cases, but they are too imprecise for use in
systematic tests.
75. See Enterline 1996; Mansfield and Snyder 1995a; Maoz 1998; and Ward and Gleditsch 1998.
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yield coherent autocracies and those that produce anocracies. Doing so will help
indicate whether any observed effect of Incomplete Demtransitioni(t_1) reflects a
general tendency for transitionsgeneratingan anocracyto promotewar or whether
the influence of transitionsfrom autocracy to anocracy is distinctive. We do not
expect autocratizationto increase the prospectsof war. When popularparticipation
in politics is curtailed, elites gain less from using nationalistrhetoric to maintain
their rule and are less likely to become trappedin nationalist bidding wars. Our
analysis of autocratizationcenters on two variables. First, Complete Auttransitioni(t- 1) equals 1 if state i undergoes a transition from either democracy or anocracy

to autocracyduring the period from t - 6 to t - 1 and zero otherwise. Second,
1)equals 1 if i changes from a democracyto an anocracy
IncompleteAuttransitioni(t_
during that period and zero otherwise.
Measuring the Concentration of Domestic Authority. We arguethat the effects of
democratizationon war should be stronger and more pronounced in countries
having less institutionalstrength and centralization.Our analysis of these institutional features centers on DomConcentrationi(t_1),an eleven-point index of the
degree to which domestic authorityis concentratedin state i's central government
in year t - 1. Developed by Gurr, Jaggers, and Moore, DomConcentration(t_1)
rises in countries where: (1) political participationis regulated or restricted in
accordancewith institutionalizedprocedures,(2) executive recruitmentis regulated,
(3) the chief executive is either designated in accordance with institutionalized
proceduresor chosen through competitive elections, (4) the chief executive faces
few constraintson his or her authority,(5) this executive does not depend on some
group (like a junta or cabinet) for his or her authority, and (6) authority is
concentratedin the central government,and local and regional governmentshave
little independentauthority.76Thus this index measuresseveral institutionalfeatures
that we expect will affect a regime's ability to manage the foreign-policy consequences of rising political participation.
As the value of DomConcentrationi(t_l)increases, a regime has more clearly
established rules regulating political competition and it enjoys a more centralized
grip on the reigns of domestic power. Under these conditions,the regime should be
better able to manage the rivalry of elite factions and minimize the adverse
consequences of interest-grouplogrolling. Moreover,with the strongerinstitutional
resourcesof a more centralizedand better-regulatedstate at its disposal, the regime
is likely to have less reason to rely on reckless appealsto nationalismto consolidate
its authority. The argument we advanced earlier therefore suggests that stalled
democratictransitionsare more likely to stimulateinvolvement in war when states
are markedby a low value of DomConcentrationi(t_1).
To test this hypothesis, we
include DomConcentrationi(t_1)and its interactionwith each of the two variables
pertaining to democratic transitions. Furthermore,we include the interactions

76. Gurr,Jaggers, and Moore 1989, 39-40.
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between DomConcentration(t_1)and each of the two measures of autocratic
transitionsto determinewhetherthe effects of autocratizationon war also dependon
the concentrationof domestic authority.77
The Statistical Model
Initially,we estimatethe following model for the periodfrom 1816-1992, the years
(t) that the datasets used to measure regime type and war have in common.78
Warit = jo + 31Complete Demtransitioni(t_l)

(1)

+ 932IncompleteDemtransitioni(t_l) + t33Complete Auttransitioni(,_,
+ (4Incomplete Auttransitioni(t_ + f^DomConcentrationi(t-_
+ f,6(Complete

Demtransitioni(t_ 1 X DomConcentrationi(t -))

+ 37(Incomplete Demtransitioni(t- ) X DomConcentrationi(t_ l))
+

38(Complete Auttransitioni(t_ ) X DomConcentrationi(t_ ))

- X DomConcentrationi(t_ ))
+ 39(Incomplete Auttransitioni(t_
+ f31oMajpoweri(tl_) + 311Civwari(t-)

+ f312Concapt + ei,.

The dependentvariable is the log of the odds that state i experiences the outbreak
of an external war in year t, where we observe 1 if i enters a war in t and zero
otherwise. As discussed earlier, Complete Demtransitioni(t_ 1),Incomplete Demtransitioni(t_ ), Complete Auttransitioni(t 1), and Incomplete Auttransitioni(t_l) are

dummy variables indicating whether i engages in a democratic or an autocratic

transition between years t - 6 and t - 1; and DomConcentrationi(t-_ measures the

77. While we treat domestic concentration and democratizationas independent, it is obviously
possible that they are related. It is beyond the scope of this article to conduct a detailed analysis of the
links between these factors,but preliminaryanalyses indicatethatthe relationshipbetween them is weak.
For each measure of regime type analyzed here, the bivariate correlation between DomConcentrationi(t,1), on the one hand, and both CompleteDemtransition(,_ ) and IncompleteDemtransition,i_ ,, on
the other, rarely exceeds .10 and usually is much lower.
78. The Polity III datasetcovers the periodfrom 1800 to 1994, andthe COW datasetcovers the period
from 1816 to 1992. The years that are common to these compilations are 1816-1992. As mentioned
earlier, for each year, t, we include in our sample only those countries listed by the COW Project as
membersof the interstatesystem. But for any countrylisted as a memberof the system in t, we use all
available informationon its regime type and changes in this type duringthe period from t - 6 to t 1, even if it was not a memberof the system duringall or a partof this interval(including,for example.
data prior to 1816).
In addition, various countries were formed and others dissolved duringthe nineteenthand twentieth
century.There is usually agreementbetween the Polity III and COW data about the occurrenceand date
of a state's formationand dissolution;however, a disagreementexists in four cases. Gurr,Jaggers, and
Moore consider Sardiniaand Italy, Prussia and Germany,the OttomanEmpire and Turkey, and Serbia
and Yugoslavia to be separatecountries,whereas the COW Projectviews each pair as a single country.
Like previous studies on this topic, we code each pair as two distinct polities. See Gurr,Jaggers, and
Moore 1989; and Mansfieldand Snyder 1995a.
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degree to which authorityis concentratedin the handsof i's nationalofficials in year
t - 1. Equation (1) is estimated separatelyusing (1) the composite index, (2) the
competitivenessof political participation,(3) the openness of executive recruitment,
and (4) executive constraintsto measure CompleteDemtransitioni(_1),Incomplete
Demtransitioni(t_1),CompleteAuttransitioni(,_1),and IncompleteAuttransitioni(t_)
(and their respective interactionswith DomConcentrationi(t,_).
In addition,we include three other variablesthat previous studies have linked to
the onset of war. First, Majpoweri(t_l)is a dummy variablethat equals 1 if state i
is a major power in year t - 1 and zero otherwise. There is evidence that major
powers are more likely to become involved in wars than weaker states; and various
cases in which democratizationled to war involved a majorpower.79Includingthis
variable helps to distinguish the propensityof states to enter wars because of their
political-militarystrengthfrom the propensity of states to do so because they are
experiencinga democratictransition.Second, Civwari(t_ ) is a dummy variablethat
equals 1 if i is involved in a civil war in year t - 1 and zero otherwise. Since
democratizationcan promote domestic, as well as international,violence and some
studies have found that internal violence affects the onset of external wars, it is
importantto control for the effects of civil war.80
Third,while our primaryfocus is on the domestic influenceson war, international
factors have also contributedto the outbreakof hostilities. The concentrationof
capabilities has had a particularlypotent effect on internationalwar during the
nineteenthand twentieth centuries and is defined as follows:81
Nt

Al

Concapt =

i=1(S-t)-1/N,
1- l/N

(2)

In Equation(2), Nt is the numberof majorpowers in the system in year t, and Sit
is the proportionof the total capabilitiespossessed by the majorpowers in year t that
majorpower i controls. As in many previous studies, Sit is an unweighted average
of the proportionof majorpower i's nationalpopulation,urbanpopulation(in cities
having more than 20,000 residents),energy consumption,iron and steel production,
military personnel, and military expenditures.82Since various scholars-particularly realists-claim that the distributionof power is a central influence on the
outbreakof war, it is useful to directlycompareits effect to that of democratization.
Moreover, such scholars might be concernedthat the existence of a highly concen79. See Bremer 1980; and Mansfield and Snyder 1995a,b.
80. See Snyder 2000; and Stein and Russett 1980.
81. See Mansfield 1994; and Singer, Bremer, and Stuckey 1972.
82. For the original derivation of this index, see Ray and Singer 1973. Data used to measure these
variables are taken from Singer and Small 1993. Where data are missing for a major power, we
interpolatebetween existing values of the variable for this country, if it is possible to do so.
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trated system dominated by democratic states could affect both the likelihood of
democratizationand the prospectsthatthese transitionswill promotewar. Including
the concentrationof capabilitieshelps to addressthese issues. Data compiled by the
COW Project are used to code major powers and civil wars and to measure the
concentrationof capabilities.83Finally, eit is a stochastic errorterm.
The parametersin Equation(1) are estimatedusing logistic regression.The tests
of statistical significance reported below are based on robust (Huber) standard
errors,which correct for any panel heteroskedasticityand account for the grouped
natureof our data. In addition,to addressany problemsof temporaldependencein
our model, we follow Nathaniel Beck, JonathanN. Katz, and Richard Tucker in
introducing for each country in every year a natural spline function (with three
knots) of the numberof years that have elapsed since that countrylast experienced
the onset of war.84

The Statistical Results
Consistentwith the hypothesis advancedearlier,our results-which are reportedin
the first columns of Tables 1, 3, 4, and 5-indicate that incomplete democratic
transitions (that is, those from autocracy to anocracy) are especially likely to
promotethe outbreakof war. Furthermore,such transitionsbecome an increasingly
potent impetus to war as a state's institutionalstrengthdegrades.By contrast,there
is only scattered evidence that transitions culminating in a coherent democracy
influence war, and there is very little indication that autocratictransitions-either
those from democracyto anocracyor those culminatingin a coherent autocracyprecipitatehostilities.
In addition,majorpowers are more likely to become involved in hostilities than
other states, since each estimate of Majpoweri(t_l) is positive and statistically
significant.Civil wars, however, have a weakerinfluenceon externalwars, since the
estimateof Civwari(t_ 1) is never significant.85Finally, a strong,inverse relationship
exists between the concentrationof capabilities and the likelihood of conflict. The
estimate of Concapt is always negative and statisticallysignificant,indicatingthat
external wars are more likely to begin when there exists a relatively uniform
distributionof capabilities among the major powers.86Equally importantare the

83. See Singer and Small 1993 and 1994; and Small and Singer 1982.
84. See Beck and Katz 1997; and Beck and Tucker 1996. To conserve space, we do not show the
estimates of these parametersin the tables presentedlater.
85. Note, however, that many of these estimates would have been significantat the .10 level had we
conducted one-tailed rather than two-tailed tests. Note also that civil wars appear to spur greater
involvementin internationalwars thanextra-systemicor colonial wars. Additionaltests indicatethateach
estimate and t-statistic of Civwari(,_l) is considerably larger when only interstatewars ratherthan all
external wars are analyzed.
86. A recent study foundevidence of a quadraticrelationshipbetween the concentrationof capabilities
and the frequencyof all internationalwars duringthe nineteenthand twentiethcenturies.Mansfield 1994,
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quantitativeeffects of these factors. Holding constant the remaining variables in
Equation (1), major powers are, on average, three to four times more likely to
become involved in wars than other states. A change in the concentration of
capabilitiesfrom its highest to its lowest observed level yields a similarincrease in
the likelihood of war. These effects are considerable,which accordswith the views
of realists and others.But so are the effects of incomplete democratictransitions,an
issue that we now take up.
Results Based on the CompositeIndex of Regime Type
The results based on the composite index, which are presentedin the first column
of Table 1, indicate that transitions from autocracy to anocracy increase the
likelihood of external war, especially if relatively little authorityis concentratedin
the hands of national governmentofficials. The estimate of IncompleteDemtransitioni(t

1) is positive, the estimate of Incomplete Demtransitioni(t_ l) X DomConcen-

trationi(t_) is negative, and both estimates are statistically significant.
To illustratethe quantitativeeffects of transitionsfrom autocracyto anocracyand other regime changes-we calculate the predictedprobabilityof war for each
type of regime change analyzedhere, using the logit estimatesin the firstcolumn of
Table 1. Note that for each type of regime change, the predictedprobabilityof war
is derived only for the range of values of domestic concentrationover which a war
actuallybegan.87For the purposeof calculatingthese probabilities,we hold constant
the concentrationof capabilitiesat its mean and assume that state i is neithera major
power nor experiencing a civil war.
As reportedin Table 2, incomplete democratictransitionsare much more likely
to precipitatewar when the level of domestic concentrationis low. Indeed,the lower
the level of domestic concentration,the higher the predicted probability of war
following transitionsfrom autocracyto anocracy.Moreover, an incomplete democratic transitioncoupled with the lowest observed value of concentrationgenerates
a greater predicted probability of war than any other set of conditions shown in
Table 2.
In contrastto the effects of incomplete democratictransitions,transitionsculminating in a coherentdemocracyhave a far weaker and quantitativelysmaller effect
on war. The estimate of Complete Demtransitioni(t_) is positive, but it is not
statisticallysignificant.Also noteworthyis that the effect of transitionsculminating
in a coherent democracy does not seem to depend on the extent of domestic
concentration. The estimate of Complete Demtransitioni(t_1) X DomConcentrationi(t_l) is not statistically significant, and the predicted probabilityof war does
chap. 3. We found little evidence of this type of relationship,most likely because of differences in the
dependentvariable and the level of analysis between our study and this earlier analysis.
87. Thus, for example, we do not present the predicted probability of war for a transition from
autocracyto anocracywhen the level of concentrationequals 1 because thereis no case in the datawhere
this type of transitionoccurred,concentrationwas equal to 1, and a war began.
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TABLE 1. Estimates of the parameters in Equation (1), based on the composite

index of regime type

Variable

Intercept
Complete Demtransition

Base
model

(0.507)
0.445

Complete Auttransition
Incomplete Auttransition
DomConcentration
Complete Demtransition
X DomConcentration
Incomplete Demtransition
X DomConcentration
Complete Auttransition
X DomConcentration
Incomplete Auttransition
X DomConcentration
Majpower
Civwar
Concap

2.683**
(1.343)
-1.589
(1.630)
2.146
(1.330)
0.005

(0.039)
-0.124
(0.278)
-0.515**
(0.259)
0.193
(0.230)
-0.460**
(0.201)
1.304***
(0.216)
0.312
(0.250)
-4.766***
(1.565)

1.111
(1.,414)
2.(390**
(1.(050)
-0. 965
(2.:221)
3. 172
(2.:522)
0.(072
047)
-0.1 325
(0.:338)
-0.' 396*
(O.'
(0.:210)
0.4092
(0.1311)
-0.1
(0.:635
(O.'519)
1.1
315***
(0.1392)
0.'264
(0."309)
-5.: 596***
(1.'469)
-

Anocracy

Controllingfor regime type
-0.918
(0.613)

- 1.383***

(1.151)

Incomplete Demtransition

Country-specific
fixed effectsa

0.105

(1.212)
2.427**
(1.210)
-1.793
(1.643)
1.898
(1.296)
-0.051
(0.054)
-0.051
(0.288)
-0.464**
(0.234)
0.239
(0.225)
-0.406*
(0.209)
1.293**
(0.219)
0.355
(0.258)
-5.489***
(1.729)

-1.357**
(0.546)
0.427
(1.157)
2.644**
(1.270)
-1.659
(1.574)
2.097
(1.400)
-0.004
(0.050)
-0.115

(0.280)
-0.510**

(0.250)
0.201
(0.223)
-0.450**
(0.216)
1.309***
(0.211)
0.306
(0.254)
-4.690**
(1.504)

Excluding
major warsb
- 1.489***

(0.573)
-0.143
(1.248)
2.979**
(1.326)
-0.625
(1.732)
0.017
(0.046)
-0.071
(0.281)
-0.585**
(0.256)
0.028
(0.256)
1.257***
(0.224)
0.394
(0.247)
-4.385***
(1.595)

-0.119

(0.209)
-.~

Autocracy

0.251

(0.259)
REG
Log likelihood
N

- 1,339.96

9,229

-n (nnf

-1,092.73

-1,337.81

(0.015)
-1,339.89

6,387

9,229

9,229

-1,128.80
8,417

Notes: Entries are logistic regressionestimates, with robust standarderrorsin parentheses.Each
model is estimated after including a naturalspline function with three knots.
aEntriesare conditional (fixed-effects) logit estimates.
bEntriesare derived after excluding the years during which World War I, World War II, and the
Korean War took place.
CThis parameter is not estimated because there is no case in which a transition from democracy to
anocracy led to a war.
- .01
(two-tailed tests are conducted for all estimates).
***p
**p ' .05 (two-tailed tests are conducted for all estimates).
- .10
(two-tailed tests are conducted for all estimates).
*p

not change much because of variations in the level of domestic concentration (see
Table 2).
Our results also provide some indication that incomplete autocratic transitions
promote war, although these shifts have a weaker and smaller influence on hostilities
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TABLE 2. Predicted probabilities of war, based on the results in Table 1

Level of domestic concentration
Type of transition

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Incomplete Democratic
Complete Democratic
Incomplete Autocratic
Complete Autocratic

0.032
-

0.113
0.029
-

0.071
0.026
-

0.044
0.023
0.032

0.027
0.020
0.021

0.016
0.018
0.016

0.010

-

--

0.019

8

0.023

Note: Predictedprobabilitiesare calculated using the estimates for the base model in Table 1 (and
the estimates of the naturalspline function, which are not shown). We assume that state i is neither
experiencing a civil war in year t - 1 nor a major power and hold constant the concentrationof capabilities at its mean value. For each type of transition,predictedprobabilitiesare calculated only for
the range of values of domestic concentrationover which a war actually began.

than incomplete democratic transitions. The estimate of Incomplete Auttransitioni(t_1) is positive, but it is not statistically significant, whereas the estimate of

is both negative and sigIncompleteAuttransitioni(t_1)X DomConcentrationi(t_1)
nificant. Hence, like incomplete democratic transitions,the effects of incomplete
autocratictransitionsare heightened when authorityis less highly concentratedin
the hands of public officials. But unlike incompletedemocratictransitions,very low
levels of concentrationdo not foster wars in countries experiencing incomplete
autocratic transitions. There is no case in which this type of transition leads to
conflict for a country having a value of domestic concentrationless than 4. In
addition,as shown in Table 2, states with relatively low levels of concentration(that
is, levels equal to 4 or 5) are more prone to war if they undergo an incomplete
democratictransitionthan if they experience an incomplete autocratictransition.
Finally, there is little evidence that regime changes culminating in a coherent
autocracyinfluence the outbreakof hostilities. The estimate of CompleteAuttran1 X DomConsitioni(t_1)is negative, and the estimate of CompleteAuttransitioni(t_
is
Both
of
are
small
and
neither is
them, however,
centrationi(,_l) positive.
Nor
does
the
level
of
domestic
concentration
affect
whether
statisticallysignificant.
countriesthat are not experiencinga regime change become involved in hostilities.
The estimate of DomConcentrationi(t_) is positive, but it is not statistically
significant and it is quite small.
Results Based on the ComponentMeasures of Regime Type
The results based on the competitiveness of political participation,the openness of
executive recruitment,and executive constraintsare shown in the first columns of
Tables 3, 4, and 5, respectively.They provideeven strongerevidence thattransitions
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TABLE 3. Estimates of the parameters in Equation (1), based on the

competitiveness of political participation

Variable

Intercept
Complete Demtransition
Incomplete Demtransition
Complete Auttransition
Incomplete Auttransition
DomConcentration
Complete Demtransition
X DomConcentration
Incomplete Demtransition
X DomConcentration
Complete Auttransition
X DomConcentration
Incomplete Auttransition
X DomConcentration
Majpower
Civwar
Concap
Anocracy

Base
model

-1.498***
(0.549)
0.462
(1.378)
2.639**
(1.280)
-1.321
(1.539)
-0.094
(1.408)
0.015
(0.041)
-0.088
(0.230)
-0.571**
(0.239)
0.109
(0.215)
0.148
(0.265)
1.287***
(0.211)
0.275
(0.251)
-4.609***
(1.654)
-

Country-specific
fixed effectsa
0.665
(2.483)
2.071**
(1.008)
-0.478
(2.601)
0.772
(1.935)
0.071
(0.048)
-0.152
(0.432)
-0.415**
(0.212)
-0.003
(0.368)
-0.007
(0.367)
1.346***
(0.393)
0.277
(0.312)
-5.631***
(1.486)
-

Controllingfor regime type
-1.529*
(0.823)
0.477
(1.412)
2.657**
(1.117)
-1.304
(1.550)
-0.073
(1.422)
0.001
(0.058)
-0.074
(0.231)
-0.557***
(0.214)
0.123
(0.217)
0.162
(0.273)
1.296***
(0.229)
0.264
(0.247)
-4.582**
(2.031)
0.089

-1.376**
(0.577)
0.391
(1.366)
2.571**
(1.213)
-1.504
(1.521)
-0.078
(1.359)
-0.009
(0.049)
-0.060
(0.226)
-0.566**
(0.231)
0.128
(0.214)
0.151
(0.257)
1.274***
(0.206)
0.246
(0.253)
-4.388***
(1.598)

-

-1.633***
(0.645)
1.223
(1.425)
2.798**
(1.277)
-0.594
(1.620)
0.051
(1.091)
0.034
(0.051)
-0.275
(0.239)
-0.583**
(0.237)
-0.025
(0.229)
0.062
(0.240)
1.230***
(0.225)
0.345
(0.256)
-4.284**
(1.736)

-

(0.197)
Autocracy

Excluding
major warsb

-

0.170

(0.261)
Reg

Log likelihood
N

-

--

-1,301.07
8,901

-1,060.42
6,250

-0.011
(0.015)

-1,300.71
8,901

-1,297.24
8,854

-1,096.86
8,188

Note: Entries are logistic regression estimates, with robust standard errors in parentheses. Each
model is estimated after including a natural spline function with three knots.
aEntries are conditional (fixed-effects) logit estimates.
bEntries are derived after excluding the years during which World War I, World War II, and the
Korean War took place.
***p < .01 (two-tailed tests are conducted for all estimates).
**p ' .05 (two-tailed tests are conducted for all estimates).
I (two-tailed tests are conducted for all estimates).
.10
*p

from autocracyto anocracy are a potent impetus to war, especially when the level
of domestic concentrationis low. In each case, the estimateof IncompleteDemtransitioni(t_) is positive, that of Incomplete Demtransitioni(t_ ) X DomConcentra-

tioni(,_1)is negative, and both are significant.Moreover,like our earlierresults, the
predicted probabilityof war usually is greater for states experiencing incomplete
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TABLE 4. Estimates of the parameters in Equation (1), based on the openness of

executive recruitment

Variable

Intercept
Complete Demtransition
Incomplete Demtransition
Complete Auttransition
Incomplete Auttransition
DomConcentration
Complete Demtransition
X DomConcentration
Incomplete Demtransition
X DomConcentration
Complete Auttransition
X DomConcentration
Incomplete Auttransition
X DomConcentration
Majpower
Civwar
Concap
Anocracy

Base
model

-1.406***
(0.472)
-1.132
(0.933)
5.388***
(1.589)
0.167
(1.364)
3.209
(2.621)
0.000
(0.037)
0.292*
(0.154)
-1.109**
(0.469)
-0.105
(0.231)
-0.731
(0.479)
1.323***
(0.211)
0.285
(0.256)
-4.689***
(1.435)
-

Country-specific
fixed effectsa
-0.981
(1.242)
3.247**
(1.445)
0.451
(2.547)
3.020
(3.257)
0.052
(0.046)
0.253
(0.214)
-0.690**
(0.337)
-0.168
(0.432)
-0.796
(0.753)
1.344***
(0.393)
0.286
(0.310)
-5.995***
(1.464)
-

Controllingfor regime type
-1.476***
(0.472)
-1.118
(0.874)
5.409***
(1.563)
0.167
(1.384)
3.235
(2.570)
-0.001
(0.048)
0.293**
(0.149)
-1.107**
(0.462)
-0.102
(0.235)
-0.729
(0.477)
1.318***
(0.229)
0.288
(0.256)
-4.474***
(1.300)
0.079

-1.319**
(0.497)
-1.127
(0.928)
5.320***
(1.545)
0.218
(1.371)
3.221
(2.604)
-0.009
(0.046)
0.288*
(0.153)
-1.100**
(0.463)
-0.116
(0.233)
-0.736
(0.477)
1.297***
(0.206)
0.263
(0.258)
-4.612***
(1.408)

Excluding
major warsb
-1.507***
(0.542)
-0.627
(0.886)
5.522***
(1.471)
0.137
(1.365)
-c

0.015
(0.045)
0.190
(0.159)
-1.101**
(0.440)
-0.070
(0.228)
-c
1.276***
(0.219)
0.348
(0.259)
-4.437***
(1.467)

-

(0.268)
Autocracy

-

-

0.049

(0.217)
Reg

Log likelihood
N

-

-

-

-1,334.90
9,229

-1,090.51
6,387

-1,334.77
9,229

-0.005

(0.014)
-1,331.46
9,178

-1,126.62
8,456

Note: Entries are logistic regression estimates, with robust standarderrorsin parentheses.Each
model is estimated after including a naturalspline function with three knots.
aEntriesare conditional (fixed-effects) logit estimates.
bEntriesare derived after excluding the years during which World War I, World War II, and the
Korean War took place.
CThisparameteris not estimated because there is no case in which a transitionfrom democracy to
anocracy led to a war.
***p ' .01 (two-tailed tests are conducted for all estimates).
**p < .05 (two-tailed tests are conducted for all estimates).
*p - .10 (two-tailed tests are conducted for all estimates).

democratictransitionsin the face of low levels of domestic concentrationthanunder
any other set of circumstancesexaminedhere. And for lower levels of concentration
(that is, levels less than 5), incomplete democratic transitions generally yield a
greaterpredictedprobabilityof war than other transitions.
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TABLE 5. Estimates of the parameters in Equation (1), based on the constraints
on the chief executive

Variable

Intercept
Complete Demtransition
Incomplete Demtransition
Complete Auttransition
Incomplete Auttransition
DomConcentration
Complete Demtransition
X DomConcentration
IncompleteDemtransition
X DomConcentration
Complete Auttransition
X DomConcentration
IncompleteAuttransition
X DomConcentration
Majpower
Civwar
Concap
Anocracy

Base
model

-1.319***
(0.505)
-6.191'**
(1.426)
2.384**
(1.041)
-0.056
(1.439)
0.494
(1.674)
-0.005
(0.041)
1.130***
(0.275)
-0.389*
(0.209)
0.044
(0.214)
-0.137
(0.331)
1.312***
(0.216)
0.246
(0.272)
-5.007***
(1.536)
-

Country-specific
fixed effectsa
-7.664
(4.947)
2.316**
(0.926)
0.377
(1.559)
1.796
(2.300)
0.059
(0.048)
1.314
(0.826)
-0.362**
(0.185)
-0.027
(0.227)
-0.356
(0.429)
1.316***
(0.390)
0.248
(0.310)
-5.914***
(1.479)
-

Controllingfor regime type
-0.907*
(0.518)
-6.699***
(1.409)
1.935**
(0.979)
-0.489
(1.454)
0.029
(1.703)
-0.073
(0.064)
1.205***
(0.272)
-0.323*
(0.191)
0.108
(0.217)
-0.069
(0.339)
1.337***
(0.190)
0.217
(0.282)
-5.043***
(1.403)
-0.482*

(0.189)
Autocracy

-

-

0.196

- 1.250**
(0.540)
-6.167***
(1.426)
2.353**
(0.979)
0.016
(1.437)
0.448
(1.781)
-0.008
(0.050)
1.127***
(0.274)
-0.386*
(0.202)
0.032
(0.213)
-0.131
(0.351)
1.282***
(0.209)
0.229
(0.276)
-4.983***
(1.491)
-

Excluding
major warsb
- 1.474**
(0.581)
-6.128***
(1.509)
2.841***
(1.074)
0.347
(1.679)
-1.243
(1.609)
0.014
(0.050)
1.066***
(0.278)
-0.470**
(0.219)
-0.028
(0.259)
0.090
(0.297)
1.268***
(0.226)
0.297
(0.278)
-4.621***
(1.540)
-

-

(0.291)
Reg

-

-

-1,337.03
9,229

-1,089.38
6,387

-0.002
(0.015)

Log likelihood
N

-1,329.07
9,229

-1,333.70
9,178

-1,127.91
8,473

Note: Entries are logistic regression estimates, with robust standard errors in parentheses. Each
model is estimated after including a natural spline function with three knots.
aEntries are conditional (fixed-effects) logit estimates.
bEntries are derived after excluding the years during which World War I, World War II, and the
Korean War took place.
- .01
(two-tailed tests are conducted for all estimates).
***p
**p ' .05 (two-tailed tests are conducted for all estimates).
- .10
(two-tailed tests are conducted for all estimates).
*p

Unlike the results based on the composite index, our results provide some
evidence that transitions culminating in a coherent democracy influence the likelihood of war when regime change is assessed using the constraints on the chief
executive and the openness of executive recruitment. The estimate of Complete
is statistically significant if we focus on executive constraints
Demtransitioni(t_l)
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(see Table 5), and the estimate of CompleteDemtransitioni(t_1)X DomConcentrationi(t_l) is significant when we focus on these constraints or the openness of
executive recruitment(see Tables 4 and 5). There is no indication, however, that
transitionsleading to a coherent democracy precipitatewar based on the competitiveness of political participation.Taken as a whole, we find only scatteredevidence
thattransitionsyielding a coherentdemocracyheighten the prospectof conflict. But
the evidence pointing in this direction suggests that these transitionsare unlikely to
foster armedconflict when the level of domestic concentrationis low; they are more
likely to yield hostilities as authoritybecomes more highly concentratedin the hands
of national officials. This finding does not conform to our expectations, and we
address it furtherin our analysis of the robustnessof these results.
In contrastto the effects of democratization,there is no indicationthat autocratization affects the onset of war when the component measures of regime type are
analyzed. None of the estimates of Incomplete Auttransitioni(t_), Complete
X DomConcentrationi(t_ ), or
Auttransitioni(t- 1), Incomplete Auttransitioni(t_
X
Complete Auttransitioni(t_l)
DomConcentrationi(_ 1) in Tables 3, 4, and 5 are

statisticallysignificant.Like our findingsbased on the composite index, we also find
no evidence that the extent of domestic concentrationin stable regimes influences
war. The estimate of DomConcentrationi(t_1)is positive in two cases, negative in
one, and never significant.

Combiningthe ComponentMeasures of Regime Type
The preceding analysis addressed the separate effects on war of changes in the
competitiveness of political participation,the openness of the process for selecting
a chief executive, and the institutional constraints on that executive. Now we
examine such shifts in combination.Doing so is useful since changes in these three
institutionalfeatures may not move in tandem. Moreover, democratic (and autocratic) transitionsoccurringover multiple institutionaldimensions are likely to be
more pronouncedthan those occurringover a single dimension. One implicationof
our argumentis that countriesexperiencinga democratictransitionshould be more
likely to go to war if the transitionaffects a wide range of institutionalfeaturesthan
if it affects relatively few features.
To addressthis issue, we redefineCompleteDemtransitioni(t 1)as the sum of the
transitionsoccurringacross the competitivenessof political participation,the openness of executive recruitment, and the constraints on the chief executive that
culminate in a coherent democracy for each state, i, between years t - 6 and t 1. Likewise, we redefineIncompleteDemtransitioni(t_1)as the sum of the transitions
that i experiences from an autocracyto an anocracy based on these three institutional factors. Finally, Complete Auttransitioni(,_l) and Incomplete Auttransitioni(t-1) are the numberof transitionsculminatingin a coherentautocracyand from
a democracy to an anocracy, respectively, that i undergoes from t - 6 to t -

1.
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Thus each variablepertainingto regime change takes on values ranging from zero
to 3.88

The results based on these variables are reportedin the first column of Table 6.
Consistent with our earlier findings, the estimate of Incomplete Demtransitioni(t_l)
is positive, that of Incomplete Demtransitioni(t_ ) X DomConcentrationi(t_ ) is

negative, and each one is statisticallysignificant.There is strong evidence not only
that incomplete democratic transitions raise the specter of war, but also that
hostilities become increasingly likely as the numberof such transitionsincreases.
Consider,for example, the case where the level of domestic concentrationis 3, the
concentrationof capabilitiesis evaluated at its mean, and state i is neithera major
power nor involved in a civil war. The predictedprobabilityof war is roughly 75
percentgreaterif this state undergoesa transitionfrom autocracyto anocracyalong
two of the institutionaldimensions mentioned earlier than if it undergoes such a
transitionalong only one dimension. Countriesare almost three times as likely to
become embroiledin hostilities if an incompletedemocratictransitionoccurs across
all three features than if this type of transition occurs across just one feature.
Furthermore,holding constantthe numberof incompletedemocratictransitions,the
likelihood of conflict increases steadily as the level of domestic concentrationis
reduced, which accords with our earlier findings. Equally importantis that the
combination of an incomplete democratic transition occurring across all three
features and the lowest observed value of concentrationyields a higher predicted
probabilityof war than any other set of domestic political conditions analyzedhere.
Our results also indicate that transitionsculminating in a coherent democracy
influence the outbreak of war. The estimate of Complete Demtransitioni(t_l) is
negative, the estimate of Complete Demtransitioni(t 1) X DomConcentrationi(t-_ is

positive, and both are statisticallysignificant.Holding constantthe level of concentration,the likelihood of conflict declines as the numberof transitionsto a coherent
democracyincreases. Indeed, based on our sample, there have been no instances of
war when such transitions occurred across all three dimensions. Furthermore,

88. By analyzingthe sum of the transitionsacross these institutionalfeatures,we are assumingthatthe
likelihood of war is a monotonic function of the numberof such changes. An alternativewould be to
include a dummy variablecorrespondingto each numberof institutionalshifts for IncompleteDemtransitionli(_ ), for Complete Demtransitioni(,_ ), for Incomplete Auttransitioni(t_ l, and for Complete
Auttransitioni(t_). However, our argument suggests that the relationship between the number of
democratictransitionsand war is likely to be monotonic and this alternativeprocedureyields results that
are similar to those reportedlater.
Note that, for each type of regime change, we code the sum of the transitionsas missing if data on any
of the threeinstitutionalfeaturesused to derive this sum are missing. We do so because institutionalshifts
might occur duringperiods when data are missing. If so, summing the numberof transitionsacross only
those featureswhere data exist could distortour findings. However, we also conducteda separateset of
tests after defining each measureof regime change (IncompleteDemtransitioni(_1),CompleteDemtransitioni(t- ), Incomplete Auttransitioni(,_1, and CompleteAuttransitioni(t_)) as the number of regime
shifts that take place, treating missing data for any of the three institutionalfactors that make up this
summarymeasureas though no transitiontook place. Again, the results based on this alternativecoding
procedureare similar to those discussed later.
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TABLE 6. Estimates of the parameters in Equation (1), based on the sum of the

transitions occurring across the competitivenessof political participation, the
openness of executive recruitment,and the constraints on the chief executive

Variable

Intercept

Base
model

- 1.500**

Country-specific
fixed effectsa
-

- 1.028
(0.672)
-2.071***
(0.730)
1.710***
(0.239)
-0.350
(0.632)
0.933
(1.152)
-0.058
(0.079)
0.399***
(0.126)
-0.316**
(0.062)
0.034
(0.092)
-0.115
(0.252)
1.347***
(0.194)
0.312
(0.256)
-5.116***
(1.488)

(0.513)
Complete Demtransition
Incomplete Demtransition
Complete Auttransition

- 1.973***

(0.738)
1.772**
(0.269)
-0.101
(0.591)

Incomplete Auttransition

1.070
(1.105)

DomConcentration

0.014
(0.041)

Complete Demtransition
X DomConcentration
Incomplete Demtransition
X DomConcentration
Complete Auttransition
X DomConcentration
Incomplete Auttransition
X DomConcentration
Majpower
Civwar

Concap

0.377***
(0.124)
-0.340***
(0.060)
-0.101
(0.591)

-0.160
(0.242)
1.320**
(0.203)
0.317
(0.249)
-4.746***
(1.530)

-1.. 593
(1.1054)
1.:251***
(0. 436)
0.'310
(0. 826)
2.:296
(1. 425)
0.1076
(0.'050)
0.'293
(0. 180)
-0. 221**
(0. 092)
-0.1 052
(0. 123)
-0. 406
(0. 294)
1.358***
(0. 393)
0. 298
(0. 314)
-5. 825***
(1.487)
-

Anocracy
Autocracy

Controllingfor regime type

Excluding
major warsb

- 1.383***
(0.537)

- 1.657***

-1.950***

- 1.623**

(0.715)
1.732***
(0.253)
-0.135
(0.586)
0.997
(1.131)
-0.007

(0.787)
1.823***
(0.268)
0.177
(0.644)
0.708
(1.221)
0.033
(0.052)
0.293**
(0.134)
-0.339***

(0.051)

0.379***
(0.122)
-0.338***
(0.060)

-0.135
(0.586)
-0.145
(0.247)
1.303***
(0.201)
0.288
(0.253)
-4.581**
(1.515)

(0.624)

(0.059)
-0.041

(0.100)
-0.168
(0.262)
1.261**

(0.218)
0.366
(0.250)
-4.347***
(1.586)

-0.086
_-

~

(0.094)
0.101

(0.129)
Reg
Log likelihood
N

-1,297.05
8,901

-1,057.70
6,250

-1,294.99
8,900

-0.009
(0.015)
-1,293.59
8,854

-1,093.96
8,188

Note: Entries are logistic regression estimates, with robust standarderrorsin parentheses.Each
model is estimated after including a naturalspline function with three knots.
aEntriesare conditional (fixed-effects) logit estimates.
bEntriesare derived after excluding the years during which World War I, World War II, and the
Korean War took place.
***p < .01 (two-tailed tests are conducted for all estimates).
**p < .05 (two-tailed tests are conducted for all estimates).
- .10 (two-tailed tests are conducted for all
*p
estimates).

holding constantthe numberof transitionsto democracy,the likelihood of conflict
increases as authoritybecomes more highly concentrated.
In contrastto democratictransitions,there is virtuallyno evidence that autocratic
transitions affect the likelihood of war. The estimates of Incomplete Auttransi-
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tioni(t_ ), Incomplete Auttransitioni(t_ 1) X DomConcentrationi(t_ 1), Complete
Auttransitioni(t_ 1), and Complete Auttransitioni(t_ 1) X DomConcentrationi(t_ 1) are

relatively small and are never significant.
Assessing the Robustness of the Results
The preceding results provide considerable support for our central argument:
incomplete democratic transitionsare especially likely to promote wars, and this
effect grows more pronouncedin countrieswith weak governmentinstitutionsand
where little power is concentratedin the hands of nationalofficials. At this point, it
is importantto assess the robustnessof these results.
First, there are various cultural, social, and historical factors specific to the
countries in our sample and not included in Equation (1) that might influence the
outbreakof war. A well-known way to account for any unmeasuredheterogeneity
across countriesis to include country-specificfixed effects in the model.89However,
various observers argue that this solution creates more problems than it resolves.
They recommendeschewing fixed-effects specifications,especially in situationslike
ours where a dichotomousdependentvariableis analyzedand the distributionof that
variableis highly skewed.90Nonetheless, to assess the robustnessof our results, we
estimate Equation(1) using a conditionallogit specification,a techniqueequivalent
to includingcountry-specificfixed effects in the model.91The results-shown in the
second columns of Tables 1, 3, 4, 5, and 6-continue to indicate that incomplete
democratictransitionsprecipitatewar, especially in states markedby little institutional strength and centralization. Like before, each estimate of Incomplete
Demtransitioni(t_1) is positive, each estimate of Incomplete Demtransitioni(t_l) X

DomConcentrationi(t_) is negative, and all of them are statistically significant.
However, there is no evidence that any other type of regime transitioninfluences
war, including transitions culminating in a coherent democracy. Recall that our
earlier analyses yielded some indication that transitions generating a coherent
democracyare more likely to stimulatehostilities as authoritybecomes more highly
concentrateddomestically (see the first columns of Tables 4, 5, and 6). The results
based on the conditionallogit estimatorsuggest thatthis unexpectedfindingmay be
an outgrowthof heterogeneityin the data.
Second, our earlieranalysestreatedall stableregimes as homogeneousratherthan
distinguishingamong stable autocracies,anocracies,and democracies.To determine
whether making this distinction influences our results, we include two dummy
variables:Autocracyi(t_1)equals 1 if state i is autocraticat both the beginning and
end of the period from year t - 6 to year t - 1 and zero otherwise;Anocracyi(t_)
equals 1 if i is anocratic at both the beginning and end of this period and zero
89. Green, Kim, and Yoon 2001.
90. See Beck and Katz 2001; and Beck and Tucker 1996. On this issue, see also King 2001.
91. Greene 1993, chap. 16.
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otherwise.We arbitrarilyestablishstable democracyas the referencecategoryin this
analysis. As shown in the thirdcolumns of Tables 1, 3, 4, 5, and 6, the estimate of
Autocracyi(t_l) is positive in each case but is never statistically significant. The
estimate of Anocracyi(_ 1) is negative in three cases, positive in two instances, and
significant in only one. Moreover, including these variables in the model has
virtually no bearing on the sign, size, or statistical significance of any of the
variablesin Equation(1). To furtheraddressthis issue, we replacethese two dummy
variableswith Regi(t_ ), which is Jaggers and Gurr's summarymeasureof state i's
regime type in year t - 1 and takes on values rangingfrom -10 to 10. The estimates
reportedin the fourth columns of Tables 1, 3, 4, 5, and 6 indicate that the estimate
of Regi(t_l) is never statistically significant and that including it in the model has
very little influence on our other results. This continues to be the case if we replace
Reg(,_ 1)with dummy variablespertainingto the regime type of i in t - 1. In sum,
then, we find no evidence that distinguishing among different types of stable
regimes or controlling for regime type affects our findings.
Third, there are a number of cases in which states undergoing democratic
transitionsbecame involved in World
ld War , orld War II, or the Korean War.
Some of these states were only nominal participantsin the hostilities, so it is
importantto ensure that they are not driving our results. To this end, we exclude all
observationsin the years duringwhich World War I, World War II, and the Korean
War took place. The results generatedafterdoing so-shown in the last columns of
Tables 1, 3, 4, 5, and 6-indicate that omitting these years has little effect on the
observed relationshipbetween democratizationand the outbreakof armedconflict.
Interestingly,however, there are no instances of an incomplete autocratictransition
precipitatingwar based on both the composite index and the openness of executive
recruitmentonce these years are excluded.
Fourth,we have measuredregime change over five-year intervalsthus far. There
are sound theoretical and empirical reasons to do so, but it is useful to determine
whether our results differ if both longer and shorter intervals are analyzed. We
therefore measure Complete Demtransition(t_1), Incomplete Demtransitioni(t_),
CompleteAuttransitioni(t_), and IncompleteAuttransitioni(t_
1)over intervalsrangin
from
one
to
ten
More
we
measure
these variables
ing length
years.
specifically,
from year t - n - 1 to year t - 1, where n takes on values rangingfrom 1 to 10,
inclusive. For each value of n, separate estimates are generated using (1) the
composite index, (2) the competitivenessof political participation,(3) the openness
of executive recruitment,(4) executive constraints,and (5) the sum of the transitions
occurring across the competitiveness of political participation,the openness of
executive recruitment,and the constraintson the chief executive. These results are
much the same as those reportedearlier. The estimate of Incomplete Demtransitioni(t_1)

is positive in each case, the estimate of Incomplete

Demtransi-

tioni(t_l) X DomConcentrationi(t_l)is always negative, and both estimates are
statistically significant in all but a small handful of cases.
Based on the composite index, the estimate of Complete Demtransitioni(t_) is
positive and quite large when regime type is evaluatedover one-year and two-year
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intervals, and it is statistically significant in the latter case. These results conform
with the logic of our argument. It seems reasonable to expect that nationalist
ideologies and movements would alreadybe present in the pluralisticsetting of an
anocratic regime and therefore might quickly be energized by the opening to
unfetteredmass democracy. The case study of Turkey presented earlier helps to
make this point. Furthermore,at longer intervalsaftera transitionto democracy,the
likelihood of democraticconsolidationshould increase, yielding a state that is more
stable and less war-pronethan one in the throes of democratization.Finally, there
continues to be little evidence that autocratictransitionsprecipitatewar.

Democratization

and War Initiation

The precedingresults demonstratethat states in the initial stages of democratization
are especially prone to become involved in wars. Our theory leads us to expect that
such states, spurredby rising nationalismand logrolled overcommitments,will be
the initiators of a good number of these conflicts. If democratizing states were
always the targetsof attackand never the initiatorsof hostilities, we might suspect
that the political or militaryweakness of democratizingstates is the main reason for
theirwar involvement.However, we do not expect thatdemocratizingcountrieswill
always be the attackers.There may be many cases in which they are the targetof an
attack,yet the conditionsprecipitatingthe war accordwith our theory.For example,
a nationalisticdemocratizingstate might provokefears among statusquo neighbors;
these neighbors, in turn, may attempt to contain its power by forceful means.
Moreover, the democratizing state might appear weakened in the short run yet
dangerousin the long run, because of both its belligerency and the prospectthat its
power will rise once its popularenergies are harnessedto its nationalistaims. If so,
countriesneighboringthis state would have a strongmotive for a preventive strike.
As StephenM. Walt shows, this is commonly the case with revolutionarystates, like
Iran in 1980 and Bolshevik Russia, which are among the instances in which states
engaging in a transitionfrom autocracyto anocracy were targets of attack.92
Thus not all cases of an attack on a democratizingstate are at odds with our
theory. Nor do all cases in which democratizing states initiate war confirm our
theory, since such states may sometimes attack their neighbors for reasons of
rationalopportunismthathave nothingto do with nationalism,prestige strategies,or
logrolling. For these reasons, analyses of war initiation are not in themselves
adequate tests of our theory. Nonetheless, such analyses do help to assess the
argument that it is the military weakness of democratizers, not their turbulent
domestic politics, that draws them into wars. With these caveats in mind, we now
turn to a preliminarystatisticaltreatmentof the relationshipbetween democratization and the initiation of war.

92. Walt 1996.
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Here, we focus on explainingthe initiationof interstatewars. We do so to directly
addressthe possibility that democratizationis associated with the outbreakof war
because this process underminesstates' political-militarycapacity, therebyrendering them especially susceptibleto attackby rival countries.(Note, however, thatthe
following results are much the same as those based on analyses of the initiation of
all externalwars.) To conduct the following tests, we thereforedefine Wari, as the
log of the odds that state i initiates an interstate war in year t, based on data
compiled by the COW Project.93As in Table 6, we define each measureof regime
change (Complete Demtransitioni(t_), Incomplete Demtransitioni(t_), Complete
Auttransitioni(t_-1,and IncompleteAuttransitioni(t_1)) as the numberof transitions
i experiences in the competitiveness of political participation,the openness of
executive recruitment,and the constraintson the chief executive duringthe period
from year t - 6 to year t - 1. However, since there are significantdifferences in
the results when we vary the length of time over which regime change is measured,
we present the results for intervals ranging from one year to ten years long.94
Further,since in contrastto our prioranalyses, we find no evidence that the level of
domestic concentrationinfluences the relationshipbetween either democratization
or autocratizationand war initiation, we omit Complete Demtransitioni(t_l) X
DomConcentrationi(t_
1), Incomplete Demtransitioni(_ ) X DomConcentrationi(t ), CompleteAuttransitionit_ X DomConcentrationi(t , and Incomplete
Auttransitioni(t_1) X DomConcentrationi(t .95 And since there is no evidence that
the terms in the naturalspline function are eitherjointly or individuallysignificant,
they too are omitted.
The results, presentedin Table 7, show that states tend to launch wars soon after
transitions to a coherent democracy and some time after incomplete democratic
transitions.The estimateof CompleteDemtransitioni(t_) is positive and statistically
significantwhen regime change is measuredover one-year and two-year intervals.
Indeed, the highly combustible short-term effects of transitions to a coherent
democracyare illustratedwell by the Turkishinvasion of Cyprusin 1974, which we
discussed earlier.However, such transitionshave little bearingon war initiationover
the longer run-as democraticinstitutionsbecome consolidated-since none of the
remainingestimates of CompleteDemtransitioni(t_) are significant.
Moreover, there is evidence that states undergoingincomplete democratictransitions are disproportionatelyprone to initiate war, especially over the longer run.
The estimate of IncompleteDemtransitioni(t_l)is positive in nine out of ten cases,

93. See Singer and Small 1994; and Small and Singer 1982.
94. That is, like in the previous section, we measure Complete Demtransitioni(t_l),Incomplete
Demtransitioni(,_), CompleteAuttransitioni(,_1),and IncompleteAuttransitionit_1)from year t - n 1 to year t - 1, where n takes on values rangingfrom 1 to 10, inclusive. A separateset of estimates is
then generatedfor each value of n.
95. More specifically, for each value of n, the results of a likelihood ratio test provide no indication
that CompleteDemtransitioni(t_) X DomConcentrationi(t_l),IncompleteDemtransitioni(t- 1) X Dom1) X DomConcentrationi(t,1), and IncompleteAuttransiConcentrationi(,_1), CompleteAuttransitioni(t_
tioni(t-l) x DomConcentrationi(t-1)should be included in our model of war initiation.
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Effects of democratizationand autocratizationon the initiation of
interstatewar, based on the sum of the transitions occurring across the
competitivenessof political participation, the openness of executive recruitment,
and the constraints on the chief executive
TABLE 7.

Numberof years (n) over which regime type is measured
Variable

Intercept
Complete Demtransition
Incomplete Demtransition
Complete Auttransition

1

-4.408***
(0.932)
1.258***
(0.333)
-0.407
(0.925)
-0.201
(0.539)

Incomplete Auttransition
DomConcentration
Majpower
Civwar
Concap
Log likelihood
N

2

-4.336***
(0.931)
0.777**
(0.344)
0.127
(0.451)
-0.536
(0.609)
a

0.014
(0.073)
1.908***
(0.262)
0.265
(0.558)
-3.829
(2.917)
-399.00
9,420

-4.211***
(0.886)
0.190
(0.425)
0.114
(0.338)
-0.371
(0.423)

-4.148***
(0.898)
-0.089
(0.442)
0.358
(0.304)
-0.507
(0.444)
a

a

0.013
(0.073)
1.932***
(0.278)
-0.046
(0.711)
-4.306
(2.985)
-373.97
9,217

4

3

0.003
(0.071)
1.869***
(0.272)
0.372
(0.563)
-4.244
(2.899)
-384.63
9,049

5

-4.483***
(0.902)
-0.245
(0.433)
0.334
(0.258)
-0.611
(0.456)
a

a

0.007
(0.072)
1.872***
(0.273)
0.381
(0.568)
-4.609
(2.940)
-377.23
8,894

0.015
(0.074)
1.937***
(0.273)
0.443
(0.568)
-3.621
(2.886)
-365.78
8,747

Numberof years (n) over which regime type is measured
Variable

Intercept
Complete Demtransition
Incomplete Demtransition
Complete Auttransition
Incomplete Auttransition

DomConcentration
Majpower
Civwar
Concap
Log likelihood
N

6

7

-4.234***
(0.907)
-0.428
(0.445)
0.398
(0.288)
0.063
(0.238)
a

0.003
(0.072)
1.917***
(0.274)
0.411
(0.571)
-4.328
(3.002)
-370.11
8,599

-4.207***
(0.954)
-0.272
(0.366)
0.464**
(0.234)
0.286
(0.183)
_a

-0.005
(0.076)
1.905***
(0.277)
0.390
(0.572)
-4.550
(3.058)
-356.24
8,466

8

-4.093***
(0.964)
-0.030
(0.300)
0.565**
(0.223)
0.203
(0.186)
-a

-0.001
(0.078)
1.877***
(0.275)
0.344
(0.584)
-5.136*
(3.091)
-354.11
8,342

9

-4.199***
(0.982)
0.135
(0.324)
0.571***
(0.221)
0.159
(0.223)
0.502

(0.403)
0.009
(0.081)
1.873***
(0.269)
0.319
(0.575)
-5.148*
(3.113)
-354.19
8,444

10

-4.061***
(0.976)
-0.078
(0.292)
0.534**
(0.213)
0.232
(0.213)
0.410

(0.420)
-0.005
(0.079)
1.897***
(0.270)
0.343
(0.568)
-5.260*
(3.107)
-357.28
8,330

Note: Entries are logistic regression estimates, with robust standard errors in parentheses.
aThis parameter is not estimated because there are no cases in which a state undergoing an incomplete autocratic transition initiated a war.
***p c .01 (two-tailed tests are conducted for all estimates).
**p ' .05 (two-tailed tests are conducted for all estimates).
*p ' .10 (two-tailed tests are conducted for all estimates).
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and it is positive and statistically significant in four instances. (Furthermore,this
estimatewould be statisticallysignificantin six instancesif we conductedone-tailed
ratherthan two-tailed significance tests.) States making the transitionfrom autocracy to anocracy are more likely to initiate wars as the period over which regime
type is measured grows longer. The lag between the demise of an authoritarian
regime and the initiation of war by its anocratic successor may reflect the time
needed for interest groups, coalition leaders, and politicians to promote and
disseminatebelligerentideologies in reactionto the political dilemmas arisingfrom
the transition.If democratizingstates were simply the weak prey of their exploitative neighbors, it would be more reasonable to expect attacks sooner after the
transition.
A separateset of tests confirmsthat democratizingstates are not especially likely
to be the targetsof attack.To addressthis issue, we follow Dan Reiter and Allan C.
Stam in coding as a target each participantin a given interstatewar that did not
initiate the war.96We then estimate the same model used to generatethe results in
Table 7, after restrictingthe sample to states participatingin interstatewars. The
results of this analysis, which are not shown to conserve space, indicate that the
estimate of Complete Demtransitioni(t_1)is positive and statistically significant
when one-year and two-year periods are analyzed, but there is no other case in
which the estimate of either CompleteDemtransitioni(t_) or IncompleteDemtransitioni(t_l)

is significant. These findings therefore provide no evidence that states

undergoing transition toward democracy are disproportionatelyprone to being
attacked.97
Also noteworthyis that autocratizationhas little bearingon the initiationof war.
Neither the results in Table 7 nor the results of the tests focusing on states engaged
in interstatewars (describedin the previous paragraph)yield any case in which the
estimate of CompleteAuttransitioni(t_1)or IncompleteAuttransitioni(t_1)is statistically significant.
In sum, our results strongly suggest that states undergoing democratizationare
more likely to initiate wars than stable or autocratizing countries. Moreover,
democratizing states that become involved in wars are not especially likely to
become targets of attack. Consequently, a realist explanation focusing on the
supposedmilitaryweakness of democratizingstates cannotprovide the main reason
for their heightened risk of war.
Conclusion
The wide variety of democratictransitionsoccurringrecently has been greeted with
substantialenthusiasm.Many observers expect that democratizationwill promote
96. Reiter and Stam 1998.
97. Furthermore,we continue to find virtuallyno case in which the estimate of any of these variables
is statisticallysignificantwhen we amend the COW Project's list of interstatewar initiatorsin the ways
recommendedby Reiter and Stam and when we focus only on what they refer to as "core dyads,"which
are pairs involving the initiatorof a war and its primarytarget(s). Reiter and Stam 1998.
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peace, prosperity,and respect for civil liberties, among other desirable outcomes.
But while stable democraciesmay foster these obviously worthyends, transitionsto
democracy can be treacherousprocesses. Those that become stalled prior to the
establishmentof a coherentdemocracypresentespecially serious problems.Particularly in states where little authorityis centralizedin the hands of public officials,
incomplete democratictransitionsare often a potent impetus to external war.
From a policy perspective, the Clinton administrationmade promoting democracy a priority.But our results indicate the dangers of democratizationefforts that
fall shortof their goal. Where attemptsto promotedemocratictransitionscontribute
to or occur in the face of weakenedcentralgovernmentalinstitutions,there is a risk
of adverse foreign-policy consequences. Put more positively, policies to foster
democratictransitionsshould be accompaniedby efforts to mold strong,centralized
institutionsthat can withstandthe intense demands on the state and political elites
posed by high-energy mass politics. Before pressuring autocrats to hold fully
competitive elections, the internationalcommunity should first promote the rule of
law, the formationof impartialcourts and election commissions, the professionalization of independentjournalists,and the trainingof competentbureaucrats.If mass
politics arrivesbefore the institutionsthat are needed to regulateit, hollow or failed
democracy is likely to result. This outcome has often contributedto the onset of
hostilities. The many benefits of establishing stable, liberal democracies are clear.
Equally clear, however, is the need for countries encouraging democratization
abroadto commit the resourcesneeded to manage democratictransitionsand avert
their potentially dangerousforeign policy by-products.
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